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OVERSEAS TOUR ELECTION STATEMENT 
PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT 
AUTHORITY:  10 U.S.C. 9013, 44 U.S.C. 3101; Secretary of the Air Force:  Powers and duties; delegation by Joint Federal Travel Regulation, Volume 1, the Department of the Air Force Instruction 36-2110, Assignments, and Executive Order 9397 (SSN), as amended.  
PURPOSE:  To determine Airman's tour election upon selection for an overseas assignment where an "accompanied by dependents" tour is authorized.  Establishes Airman's entitlement to relocation of dependents to either the overseas station or to a designated place in the CONUS. 
ROUTINE USES:  In addition to those disclosures generally permitted under 5 U.S.C. 552a(b) of the Privacy Act, these records or information contained  therein may specifically be disclosed outside the DoD as a routine use pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(b) (3). 
DISCLOSURE:  Voluntary.  The last four digits of SSN may be required for positive identification.
SORN: F036 AF PC C, Military Personnel Records System. 
NOTE TO MEMBER:  Read this form carefully and obtain a full understanding of its content before signing. 
I, the undersigned, having been selected for permanent change of station reassignment overseas to 
on assignment action number 
do hereby elect to serve the type tour indicated by my initials below: 
I elect the "ACCOMPANIED-BY-DEPENDENTS TOUR" (individual wishes to be accompanied or joined by dependents in the overseas area) and provisions of AFI 36-3020 and JFTR U5222c.3a apply. I understand that concurrent travel has been denied and anticipated delay for movement of my dependents will be 20 or more weeks from my port reporting month. Shipment of household goods and movement of  dependents at government expense to a designated place in CONUS, or to a place authorized by JFTR U5222c.3a is authorized with a subsequent move at government expense from the designated place to the overseas duty station (provided the dependents are command sponsored and at least 12 months remain on the overseas tour on the date the dependents are scheduled to arrive there). 
I elect to serve the "ACCOMPANIED-BY-DEPENDENTS TOUR"   (individual wishes to be accompanied or joined by dependents in the  overseas area) and provisions of AFI 36-3020 and JFTR U5222.3b apply. I understand that I have either concurrent travel approved or that the anticipated delay for movement of my dependents will be less than 20 weeks from my port reporting month.  Shipment of household goods and movement of dependents at government expense to a designated place other than my new PCS location is not authorized. 
I elect to serve the "UNACCOMPANIED TOUR" (individual does not wish to be accompanied or joined by dependents in the overseas  area). I understand that travel of my dependents and transportation of my household goods to the overseas area during my assignment to the station covered by my PCS orders is NOT authorized at government expense. Travel of dependents and shipment of household  goods to a designated place is authorized IAW JFTR U5222c.4. Dependents and household goods cannot be moved again at government expense until new PCS orders are issued or I serve an In-Place Consecutive Overseas Tour (IPCOT).
STATEMENT OF UNDERSTANDING:  I understand that if I elect the "UNACCOMPANIED TOUR" I may change my mind and elect the  "ACCOMPANIED-BY-DEPENDENTS TOUR" any time before my departure from my current permanent duty station, provided no dependent travel or shipment of household goods has been made, IAW DAFI 36-2110, Chapter 3. If either dependent travel or shipment of household goods has been made on the basis of my PCS orders (refer to DAFI 36-2110, Chapter 3), I may request a change from the "UNACCOMPANIED TOUR" to the "ACCOMPANIED-BY-DEPENDENTS TOUR". 
DATE
MEMBER  (Full Name, Grade, and Last Four/SSN)(Print or Type) 
SIGNATURE 
DATE  
COUNSELOR  (Full Name and Grade)(Print or Type) 
SIGNATURE 
NOTE:  When concurrent travel is not automatic, (to be recorded on this statement) the member is required to make a tour election before an advance application for concurrent travel has been sent and a reply has been received.
PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE
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I have been counseled concerning the availability of family housing in the overseas area, my dependent travel options, shipment of household goods, and Family Separation Allowances (FSA II) before electing the type of tour I desire to serve (see note). I understand that if there is the slightest possibility I may elect my dependents to join me at my new overseas station at a later date, I must elect the "ACCOMPANIED-BY-DEPENDENTS TOUR" now, to establish and protect my transportation entitlements.
PRIVACY ACT INFORMATION: When filled in, the information in this form is CONTROLLED UNCLASSIFIED INFORMATION. Protect IAW the Privacy Act of 1974.
Prescribed by: DAFI 36-2110
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